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ABSTRACT

Hip arthroscopy is increasingly utilized in the treatment of symptomatic intra-articular hip pathology. Unaddressed development dysplasia of the hip (DDH) is thought to be associated with failure after hip arthroscopy. The aims of this study were (i) to identify the prevalence of previous failed hip arthroscopy in patients undergoing a periacetabular osteotomy (PAO) for the treatment of symptomatic acetabular dysplasia, (ii) report on the temporal trend of failed ipsilateral hip arthroscopy in patients undergoing PAO and (iii) to determine clinical and radiographic characteristics associated with utilization of isolated hip arthroscopy in patients with acetabular dysplasia. We identified 139 patients undergoing PAO who had a history of a prior ipsilateral hip arthroscopy. A comparison group of 1505 patients with a diagnosis of acetabular dysplasia, who underwent PAO alone without any prior ipsilateral surgery during the study period was used. Clinical characteristics, radiographic and intraoperative findings were compared between cohorts. From 2008 to 2015, the rate of previous failed hip arthroscopy in patients undergoing subsequent PAO increased steadily until 2013 with a maximum of 12%. Patients in the study group had mild dysplasia with significantly higher LCEA (17.2° versus 11.3°; P < 0.001) and ACEA (15.6° versus 10.8°; P < 0.001), a lower acetabular inclination (14.0° versus 19.0°; P < 0.001). The findings illustrate a constant increase in the rate of failed hip arthroscopy in the setting of acetabular dysplasia from 2008 till 2013. Female sex and mild dysplasia were associated with use of isolated hip arthroscopy in the setting of acetabular dysplasia.

INTRODUCTION

Hip arthroscopy is increasingly utilized in the treatment of symptomatic intra-articular hip pathology [1]. Between 2006 and 2010, the overall incidence of arthroscopic hip surgery in the United States increased to 60%. It can be effective in relieving common sources of hip pain, including labral tears, articular cartilage lesions and femoroacetabular impingement [2–4]. These pathologic intra-articular conditions often are associated with acetabular dysplasia [5–7]. Classically, treatment of symptomatic acetabular dysplasia has varied from clinical observation to corrective osteotomy surgery.

The use of hip arthroscopy alone in the setting of symptomatic acetabular dysplasia remains controversial as it does not address the underlying structural deformity, for which the natural history of disease progression has been well documented. In this regard, a recent review found that over 24% of patients with failed hip arthroscopy underwent subsequent corrective acetabular osteotomy for definitive treatment of the structural pathomechanics [8]. Limited evidence exists on patient and disease characteristics associated with failure of hip arthroscopy. It was reported that young female patients with mild to moderate dysplasia and major functional limitations as the population at most risk for requiring definitive PAO for treatment after of persisting symptoms after isolated hip arthroscopy [9]. Additionally, residual structural deformity (either femoral or acetabular side) and underlying osteoarthritis were factors associated with failure of hip arthroscopy as defined by a need for revision hip preservation surgery or arthroplasty [8].
Given the controversy of both its efficacy and the increasing incidence of isolated arthroscopic hip surgery performed in the setting of acetabular dysplasia, a contemporary evaluation of the prevalence and risk factors for failed arthroscopy in patients with hip dysplasia is imperative. The primary purposes of this study were (i) to utilize a large, prospective multi-center database to identify the prevalence of previous ipsilateral failed hip arthroscopy in patients undergoing a PAO for the treatment of symptomatic acetabular dysplasia; (ii) to report on the temporal trend (year by year report) of ipsilateral failed hip arthroscopy in patients undergoing a PAO for the treatment of acetabular dysplasia over the time interval of this study and (iii) to determine clinical and radiographic differences between a cohort of patients with acetabular dysplasia who underwent isolated hip arthroscopy and a matched group who had not undergone prior hip arthroscopy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design
A prospective multi-center longitudinal PAO cohort was searched to identify all patients who underwent PAO following a prior failed ipsilateral hip arthroscopy surgery from January 2009 to December 2015. This study received institutional board review approval at all participating sites. All patients had hip pain that persisted despite conservative treatment, typically consisting of physical therapy and activity modification, as well as clinical exam findings and radiographic signs of acetabular dysplasia [10]. Inclusion criteria were a preoperative diagnosis of acetabular dysplasia and prior ipsilateral failed arthroscopic hip surgery. Failed hip arthroscopy was diagnosed if the patient had recurrent symptoms after hip arthroscopy to such a degree that they returned for a revision hip preservation surgical procedure. Exclusion criteria included a primary diagnosis other than acetabular dysplasia, and any prior ipsilateral hip surgery other than isolated hip arthroscopy. Hips with alternative etiologies of dysplasia including neuromuscular disorders, Legg-Calve-Perthe’s and Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease were also excluded. A comparison group included all patients from the cohort with a diagnosis of acetabular dysplasia, who underwent PAO without any prior ipsilateral surgery (arthroscopic or open), during the study period.

Patient cohorts
Between January 2008 and December 2015, 1684 patients (1891 hips) were enrolled in the prospective multi-center PAO cohort. Of this group, 61 hips (3.6%) were excluded due to a preoperative diagnosis of FAI alone. Sixty-nine other cases (3.6%) were excluded for additional primary etiologies of disease, with neuromuscular disorders (n = 18), Legg-Calve-Perthes deformity (n = 17), and Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease (n = 12) being the most common exclusions. The remaining 1761 hips (1568 patients) carried a primary preoperative diagnosis of acetabular dysplasia. In this group of 1761 hips, 256 (14.5%) had a history of previous ipsilateral hip surgery. Of this subgroup, 139 hips (54.3%) had a prior isolated arthroscopic hip procedure. The final study group was comprised of 139 cases of PAO (93% females) following an isolated prior ipsilateral arthroscopic hip procedure (Fig. 1). The average age of the cohort was 24.3 (range: 14–44) years old at the time of the PAO.

![Fig. 1. Study cohort selection criteria.](https://example.com/figure1.png)
Radiographic analysis
All included patients had preoperative radiographs, which included an antero-posterior pelvis (AP), frog lateral or cross-table lateral, false profile, and a 45° or 90° Dunn lateral view [11–13]. From the radiographs, the lateral center edge angle (LCEA), anterior center edge angle (ACEA), acetabular inclination, minimum joint space width (JSW) and Tönnis grade of osteoarthritic change were determined [14]. Patients were classified as having mild acetabular dysplasia if the LCEA was 15–20° and acetabular inclination (AI) was 10–15° [15].

Intraoperative findings
Operative findings were recorded by the treating surgeon. Labral tears and chondral injury of the femoral head and acetabulum were classified using the modified Beck classification[16, 17]. For the study group, the time to failure, defined as time interval between surgical date of hip arthroscopy and surgical date of PAO, was calculated.

Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics were generated to compare the demographic and clinical characteristics of both groups. Statistical methods included z-test for comparing proportions, Student t-test for means of continuous variables, chi-square analysis for categorical variables. The proportion of PAO after failed hip arthroscopy between the beginning and end of the study period was compared by means of a z-test. All probability tests were two-tailed with P < 0.05 regarded as statistically significant.

RESULTS

Prevalence of previous failed hip arthroscopy
Forty (29.0%) initial arthroscopies were performed at one of the included sites, while 99 (71.0%) were performed at an outside institution. The average interval between initial hip arthroscopy and PAO was 29.8 months (range, 4 months–9.9 years). The comparison group consisted of the remaining 1505 hips (1436 patients) with a diagnosis of acetabular dysplasia who underwent PAO without any prior ipsilateral hip surgery. This group was comprised of 1192 females (83%) and 244 males (17%), with an average age of 25.5 years (range: 10–51). The study group had a significantly higher percentage of females and a significantly lower BMI when compared with the comparison group (P = 0.01). Those patients who underwent previous failed hip arthroscopy also demonstrated a longer clinical duration of hip pain symptoms prior to PAO (P < 0.001) (Table 1).

Prevalence of PAO after a failed hip scope
Over the study period, the total number of PAO procedures increased at an average rate of 26% (range: 3–112%) per year. In comparison, the incidence of PAO after previous failed ipsilateral hip arthroscopy has grown, on average, by 41% (range: 0–143%) per year. The percentage of PAO

| Table I. Comparison of demographic and clinical variables between the study and control groups |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------------|
|                                | PAO after previous failed hip arthroscopy | PAO without previous surgery | P-value |
| N                               | 139                                   | 1505             |         |
| Demographics                    |                                       |                  |         |
| Age at time of surgery          | 24.3 (6.8) Range: 15–44               | 25.5 (9.2) Range: 10–51 | 0.20   |
| Gender                          | 129 F: 10 M                           | 1192 F: 244 M    | 0.01   |
| BMI                             | 23.4 (3.9) Range: 17.6–40.7           | 24.6 (4.7) Range: 15.1–46.6 | 0.01   |
| Pain chronicity                 |                                       |                  |         |
| Less than 6 months              | 1.0%                                  | 6.5%             | 0.03   |
| 6 months–1 year                 | 10.1%                                 | 25.2%            | <0.001 |
| 1–3 years                       | 44.4%                                 | 41.3%            | 0.53   |
| 3–5 years                       | 27.2%                                 | 10.9%            | <0.001 |
| 5+ years                        | 15.2%                                 | 14.8%            | 0.72   |
procedures following a prior failed hip arthroscopy ranged from 5% to 12% (Fig. 2). Hip arthroscopy comprised 100% of all surgeries prior to PAO in the final year of the study period, compared to 33% initially. The change in incidence of PAO following prior hip arthroscopy from 5.1% of all PAOs in 2008 to 10% of all PAOs in 2015 was statistically significant ($P = 0.004$) and represents a 192% increase.

Clinical and radiographic features of use of isolated hip arthroscopy in dysplastic patients

At the time of PAO, 38% ($n = 53$) of the study group versus 23% ($n = 346$) of the comparison group underwent a combined procedure including an arthroscopic hip procedure ($P < 0.001$). In the study patients undergoing a combined PAO/hip arthroscopy procedure, 71% ($n = 38$) underwent labral repair or debridement, 32% ($n = 17$) had an acetabular chondroplasty performed and 68% ($n = 36$) underwent femoral head/neck osteochondroplasty. In the study group patients undergoing PAO without concomitant arthroscopy, 69% ($n = 6$) underwent labral repair or debridement, 1% ($n = 1$) had an acetabular chondroplasty and 47.6% ($n = 41$) had a femoral head/neck osteochondroplasty completed through an arthrotomy. Overall, a statistically greater number of study group patients required a combined HS/PAO procedure for treatment of intraarticulat pathology compared with the comparison group ($P < 0.001$) (Table II).

When comparing the radiographic measurements between the study and the comparison group, the patients in the study group had a significantly higher LCEA ($17.2^\circ$...
versus 11.3°; \( P < 0.001 \) and ACEA (15.6° versus 10.8°; \( P < 0.001 \)), a lower acetabular inclination (14.0° versus 19.0°; \( P < 0.001 \)) and smaller JSW (4.0 mm versus 4.4 mm; \( P = 0.001 \)) when compared with the control population (Table III). Additionally, patients in the study group had a mean alpha angle of 48.9° (range 22–117 degrees) measured on an AP radiograph after their isolated arthroscopic surgery, but prior to their PAO procedure.

### DISCUSSION

The main findings of this multi-center study were that the prevalence of a prior failed ipsilateral arthroscopic hip procedure in patients undergoing a subsequent PAO for the correction of symptomatic acetabular dysplasia has increased 192%, from 2008 to 2015 (5.1–10%). While the incidence of ipsilateral surgery, other than hip scope, prior to PAO remained constant over the duration of the study, the proportion of prior hip surgeries that are arthroscopic procedures has more than tripled, and in the final year of the study represented 100% of all surgeries prior to definitive PAO. Importantly, a lower BMI, female gender and radiographically mild acetabular dysplasia were associated with the utilization of isolated hip arthroscopy in the setting of acetabular dysplasia.

The use of hip arthroscopy, as a stand-alone procedure, to address labral pathology in the setting of acetabular dysplasia remains controversial. A recent systematic review, reported on 13 studies on the role of arthroscopy in the dysplastic hip [18]. The authors concluded that arthroscopic treatment of mild dysplasia could yield satisfactory results whereas treatment of more dysplastic hips is controversial, with no evidence of optimal results for hips with a center edge angle <20°.[18] Parvizi et al reported on 34 patients with a diagnosis of acetabular dysplasia who had undergone isolated hip arthroscopy for labral injury. Seventy percent failed to obtain pain relief, 79% progressed to OA and 47% required an additional open surgical treatment [7]. In two separate studies examining revision hip preservation surgery, Clohisy et al. and Ricciardi et al. found that inadequately corrected structural deformity (FAI and DDH) was the most common indication for revision hip preservation surgery [19, 20]. In both studies, hip arthroscopy represented over 80% of the prior surgeries, and PAO was utilized for acetabular reorientation at time of revision in all patients with underlying acetabular dysplasia.

Conversely, other authors have reported acceptable early clinical outcomes with arthroscopic hip surgery for labral pathology in the setting of acetabular dysplasia. Domb and colleagues reported good to excellent clinical outcomes, with significant improvement in post-operative outcome scores, at 3-year follow up in 17 of 26 patients with mild dysplasia, who underwent arthroscopic labral repair and concomitant inferior capsular shift [21]. It is worth noting that at 2 years after surgery, their patient population saw a decline in their Non-Arthritic Hip Score (NAHS), Hip Outcome Score-Sport-Specific Subscale (HOS-SSS) and Hip Outcome Score-Activity of Daily Living (HOS-ADL) scores, while the Modified Harris Hip Score (mHHS) continued to show improvement. Byrd et al., in a study of 48 patients, showed equivalent clinical outcomes, as measured by the mHHS, at 27 months between dysplastic and non-dysplastic patients undergoing isolated hip arthroscopy[5]. Clinical outcomes were associated with intra-articular pathology, with patients being treated for loose bodies or ligamentum ruptures experiencing the best outcomes, while patients being treated for labral or chondral injuries did moderately well [5]. Patients
in their study cohort also demonstrated a decrease in their mHHS scores between 12 and 24 months post-operatively. Jayasekera et al. [6] examined a cohort of 66 patients (12 with acetabular dysplasia and 54 without) undergoing isolated hip arthroscopy, and found statistically significant improvement in the mHHS at 1 year follow-up in both groups, with no significant difference in clinical outcome between the dysplastic and non-dysplastic populations. Of note, both of these studies reported on findings at short-term follow-up. Additional data on hip arthroscopy in the setting of acetabular dysplasia is needed to determine the long-term clinical results of this patient population.

A concerning fact revealed by our present study was an exponential increase in the prevalence of dysplastic patients undergoing a PAO that had a prior failed arthroscopic hip procedure. Of note, a significantly increased number of patients (33% vs 20%) in this group required a concomitant procedure, in conjunction with the PAO, to treat labral pathology. This finding may represent the fact that, despite initial treatment of the labral injury via isolated arthroscopy, the residual pathomechanics associated with acetabular dysplasia resulted in persistent abnormal loading of the labrum, causing further injury. This is consistent with multiple prior studies highlighting that the abnormal load distribution seen in the dysplastic hip is associated with increased acetabular rim stress and shear forces at the chondral-labral junction [16, 22–24]. Our findings illustrate that younger age, female gender and mild radiographic dysplasia were associated with higher rates of utilization of isolated arthroscopic hip surgery in the presence of acetabular dysplasia. These results agree with the findings of a preliminary report by Ross et al. that found failed arthroscopy and the need for PAO was most commonly observed in young female patients with mild-to-moderate acetabular dysplasia [9]. In Ross’s study, the average LCEA, ACEA and acetabular inclination in patients who required PAO after failed hip arthroscopy were 14.7°, 16.8° and 16.3°, respectively. These results are also similar to the findings of Kain et al., who reported on a cohort of 17 patients who had failed prior arthroscopy and went on to PAO and compared them to a population of patients who underwent PAO alone [25]. The patients that tend to be misdiagnosed are those with mild dysplasia. This is important because while these patients have mild acetabular dysplasia, as determined by standard radiographic criteria, the early outcomes with isolated arthroscopy are variable. Thus, the appropriateness of isolated arthroscopy in this patient population must be questioned.

We acknowledge limitations to this study. First, because a number of the initial arthroscopic hip surgeries were performed at a site other than one of the included sites of our multi-center group, comprehensive data on the initial hip arthroscopy, as well as the clinical decision-making process indicating the patient for arthroscopic surgery, was unable to be obtained for some patients. Second, there is a lack of information on those patients with dysplasia who underwent an isolated arthroscopic hip surgery and had good results. This possible referral bias may explain the rise in percentage of hip scope failure comprising the cohort. Unfortunately, this limitation is inherent to data collected at a tertiary referral practice. In addition, patients who failed arthroscopy and were subsequently treated with arthroplasty (rather than revision hip preservation) are not captured in this cohort. Finally, this article was not intended to address the clinical results of patients undergoing PAO after prior ipsilateral hip arthroscopy, as this has been investigated in other studies [25].

In conclusion, the findings of this study illustrate a substantial increase in the rate of PAO after previous failed hip arthroscopy over the past 6 years. While the rate of PAO following previous ipsilateral surgery has remained relatively constant, a growing proportion of those previous surgeries are unsuccessful hip arthroscopies. Additionally, we have identified female sex and mild dysplastic features as characteristics associated with use of isolated hip arthroscopy in the presence of acetabular dysplasia. Collectively, these data call into question the role of isolated hip arthroscopy for the treatment of patients with intra-articular hip disease associated with acetabular dysplasia.
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